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Abstract
This paper proposes a model that integrates information from product, process and organisation domains with a view to help manage these complex interrelationships with multiple layers of interaction. This model incorporates an integrated mechanism that simulates change effects during the design of complex manufacturing system by populating a Multi-layered Domain Matrix (MDM) and applying a Change Prediction Model (CPM) propagation mechanism to interconnected elements.
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1. Introduction
The competitive manufacturing environment forces manufacturers to respond rapidly and in a cost-efficient manner to their change requirements. Manufacturing systems need to be robust and adaptable to their facilities, technologies, methods, people, and products against continuous changes. Improving the performance of manufacturing systems by reducing their complexity offers a major competitive advantage for an organisation to satisfy customer expectation effectively.

This paper presents a model that attempts to support this process by integrating system domains (product, process, and organisation) to decrease the number of interfaces and simulating the propagation of the types of change that a manufacturing system may face. This paper presents a multi-layer network model of change propagation and investigates a case study of a real-world engineering project. The model provides a roadmap with which to evaluate existing products and manufacturing processes in a systemic way to improve manufacturing system design. The proposed approach involves the use of simulation and modelling tools in a design environment, which allows a diverse group of researchers, manufacturers, and suppliers to work within a comprehensive network of shared knowledge.

2. Background

2.1. Manufacturing System Design
Manufacturing systems operate in a constantly changing environment (Wiendahl and Heger, 2005). Pressures from globalisation have forced manufacturing enterprises to respond rapidly to changes such as the constant innovation of product, technology, or requirements from customer demands, reducing product cycle, and cost (Nylund et al., 2009). In order to achieve these changes: a manufacturing system that is designed strategically and integrated properly with the rest of the
manufacturing functions plays an important role (Vaughn et al., 2002). Manufacturers need to understand how design issues affect to interact with various components of a manufacturing system in order to make a strategic decision. Evaluation of Manufacturing System Design (MSD) impacts and the effective communication of those impacts across the MSD domains need an integrated approach (Cochran et al., 2001; Kim, 2004).

The design of manufacturing systems to support a company’s business strategy is a difficult challenge in terms of complexity because of the high level of connectivity between elements and subsystems challenging problem because the time, cost, and resources that need to be allocated to effect the change are dependent on its potential impact (Eckert et al., 2004; Wickel and Lindemann, 2015). The relationship and dependencies between change requirements and system components are fundamental and modelling information needs to be considered to fully describe the propagation of engineering changes. Such information can aid modelling requirements to support the development of change prediction methods (Koh et al., 2012).

The effectiveness and efficiency of the manufacturing systems design could be greatly increased if an integrated perspective to system domains and activities could be provided (Nylund et al., 2009). The intention of this research is to integrate the core domains – i.e. product, process, and organisation – into one system by the efficient use of existing skills and knowledge to examine change propagation and reduce the complexity of the system design (Nylund et al., 2009). A systematic representation of MSD can help manufacturing engineers and designers to capture and examine changes in the interrelationships among the different elements of a system design for decision-making. The following section, therefore, provides theoretical explanations of modelling change within MSD. A systematic way is then presented to examine the interactions among manufacturing system domains with design perspective in to understand change impact and change management.

### 2.2. Modelling change in Manufacturing System Design

Change is one of the most powerful driving factors of design because changes provide a significant challenge in a system management. A change can either interrupt a current task or delay it until a resource becomes available. Changes can also generate additional connectivity between products, thus increasing the complexity of the organisation (Eckert et al., 2005). The modification of a single subsystem can dramatically turn into an expensive redesign that requires adaptations to a wide range of components (Jarratt et al., 2002).

Hence, a company’s ability to undertake and manage change can be influenced greatly by their understanding of the links that exist between different parts of the product and the impact that these will have on the propagation of change. The accurate prediction of this change propagation provides a significant challenge in the management of redesign and customization (Clarkson et al., 2001). Therefore, it is important to identify the need for change early in the design process, since the later a change or the impact of a change is detected the more expensive it becomes to process (Clarkson et al., 2001). An accurate impact assessment of a design change, in terms of time, cost, and resource, is essential when deciding whether to implement a change and where applicable, determining the cost to be charged for any rework. In order to evaluate effects of change on products, which consist of several thousand components, it is important that the product is decomposed into understandable and manageable representations of the system (Ariyo et al., 2007).

Manufacturers need a systematic way to define changes because many manufacturing industries are subject to high levels of change and considerable amounts of time and cost required to make changeovers (Cahlarek and Jin, 2004). Making a change to a product, process, or organisation within manufacturing system is a manageable process in most cases. Nylund et al. (2009) present a model of integrated manufacturing systems, which consists of manufacturing entities of products, resources, and orders, which have different roles in the manufacturing system. The entities are connected through the process, production, and business domains. Eger et al. (2005) believe the significant cause of the problem in managing change originates from a lack of understanding of the connectivity between products and process in industry and they observe the impact of changes at levels of Product, Process, Organisation, and External factors. Myklebust (2002) similarly divides a manufacturing system and service design into three key domains: Product domain, Process domain (A manufacturing process),
Resource domain (organisation). These three dimensions are sufficient for the analysis of design processes that integrate manufacturing systems and services (Myklebust, 2002; Haq et al., 2011; Vasantha et al., 2012).

One significant cause of the problem in managing change originates from a lack of understanding of the connectivity between products and processes in industry. The source of change, interdependencies between parts and systems, types of propagation behaviour, consequences of change on product quality, cost, and time to market, and the state of tolerance margins on key parameters need to be taken into consideration for successful change management (Masmoudi et al., 2017). A characterisation of change impacts using such methods needs the prediction of the possible consequences of system changes in its structure and performance (Reddi and Moon, 2009).

The desire to capture and manage changes and change propagation within manufacturing systems requires an integrated model. (Ahmad et al., 2013). An integrated environment, connecting the manufacturing activities, can be one of the main enablers for successful operation in the global markets. The integration of (a) design and development activities and (b) products and production systems into one system enables existing skills and knowledge to be used more efficiently (Nylund et al., 2009). Therefore, the following section reviews the integrated models of changes to increase the understanding of the representation of a manufacturing system to manage changes systematically.

2.3. Integrated modelling of changes in Manufacturing System Design

An integrative change model of manufacturing systems incorporates a wide range of knowledge and information for decision making in risk assessment of change effects. This paper proposes an approach to integrate design tasks within a manufacturing system, which explains how to analyse and identify the type of dependencies that can exist between two or more domains in a system. The dependencies between the parameters of structural components are identified through the knowledge of designers. These dependencies can be characterized qualitatively (Cohen et al., 2000; Furtmeier and Tormmelien, 2010) and/or quantitatively (Clarkson et al., 2004; Hamraz et al., 2013). A dependency analysis method or an effective change propagation analysis method requires characterising the relationship between parts and domains and translating it into a system. Analysing the relations and patterns of the changes through the network of dependencies requires a systematic dependency analysis and multiple levels of analysis allow greater insight into linkages that increase the system understanding.

Matrix-based representations can increase the system understanding by presenting a holistic view of connectivity. The most well known the matrix-based change model is the contribution from Clarkson et al. (2001). Initially, Clarkson et al. (2001) developed a Change Propagation Method by using numeric (Design structure Matrices) DSMs. Clarkson et al. (2001) built the DSM according to the parametric relationships between design components. The DSM is a matrix-based representation for modelling the elements of a system and their interconnections (Browning, 2001; Eppinger and Browning, 2012). A DSM decomposes a product into its key elements (which may include components, subsystems and parameters) and defines the ways in which change may propagate between them. These models are normally generated in interviews with experts, which result in estimates of the propagation of change at an element-level (Wickel and Lindemann, 2015).

The challenge is to map the process accurately in a DSM because dependencies are difficult to capture, and the DSM cannot be directly defined in an exact state. The MDM extends the capabilities of the DSM by integrating multiple domains and enabling the deduction of indirect dependencies (Furtmeier and Tormmelien, 2010) within domains and across domain boundaries. In this paper, an approach towards a matrix-based system model is presented which applies a systematic process to the modelling of a whole system. The resulting multi-level system elements and the hierarchical system decomposition can be used to simulate manufacturing system property changes and their propagation throughout the system.

Although the DSM provides no direct indication as to the likelihood or redesign, it may be used as the basis for a process simulation that includes consideration of rework (Giffin et al., 2009). Through the identification of critical process structures that impact cost and schedule risk, the method supports the analysis of the impact of planned design changes. This predictive model calculates a combined risk of
propagation from its direct and indirect components connections. Eckert et al. (2004) examined this change propagation process through the case study in the aerospace industry and identified two types of changes: emergent changes and initiated changes. The study was conducted with the company employees based on the interviews to capture the design knowledge and experience. Further, this work, Clarkson et al. (2004) developed a computer tool to identify the risk of a change.

This paper aims to identify the research gap in the most relevant research studies (in engineering design), which are shown the comparison between the studies in Table 1. This comparison considers two characteristics – the underlying model and the types of knowledge represented in that model. The referenced works use Multi-Domain Matrix (MDM) as an integrated model to identify the indirect dependencies. However, the system analysis approaches are different in the first two references. Eichenger et al. (2006) analysed their system with AID Process Optimisation Process in Component, Functions, and Parameter Layers during a matrix filling process. This analysis demonstrated that indirect dependencies could be made clear to the team members more easily. However, to prove the assumption that many indirect relations are likely to cause also a direct relation between elements, Pasqual and de Weck (2011) applied Engineer-CPI (Engineering Change Propagation Index) and Propagation Directness (PD) only in social, change and product layers and that approach appeared to create extra workload for engineers.

The last three references are from the Cambridge Engineering Design Centre (EDC). Koh et al. (2011), Hamraz et al. (2012), Hassannezhad et al. (2017) used MDM and CPM in different domains with different analysis approaches. Koh et al. (2011) used a matrix-based approach, which built on the HoQ (House of Quality) and the CPM methods to model the performance of different change options during the design and development of complex products. The objective of this research was to highlight how much each change option could affect the product requirements by considering potential change propagation. Hamraz et al. (2012) proposed the function-behaviour-structure (FBS) linkage model, a multi-domain model that combines concepts of both the function-behaviour-structure model with the change prediction method (CPM). Hassannezhad et al. (2017) combined the concepts of CPM and Systems Dynamics to address complexity of large mature organisations through identifying the key elements (in terms of their impact in propagating changes) and understanding their dynamic behaviour. The authors developed a multi-domain CPM considering the strategic, tactical, and operational levels of decision-making, from the views of the organisation, employee, and customer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>The methodology</th>
<th>Types of Knowledge (layers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pasqual and de Weck (2011)</td>
<td>MDM, CPI (Change Propagation Index), and Propagation Directness (PD)</td>
<td>Social, Change, and Product Layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koh et al. (2012)</td>
<td>MDM, CPM, and House of Quality (HoQ)</td>
<td>Product Components, Change Options, and Product Requirements Layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamraz et al. (2012)</td>
<td>MDM and CPM (integration of CPM with FBS ontology)</td>
<td>Function, Behaviour, and Structure layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassannezhad et al. (2017)</td>
<td>MDM, CPM, and System Dynamics</td>
<td>Strategic, Tactical, and Operational layers of decision-making; and from the views of organisation, employee, and customer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This paper develops a new network-based analysis technique and applies a number of existing change propagation analysis methods to a data set from the manufacturing industry.

### 2.4. The research gap

There are several challenges that need to be overcome to map and integrate product, process, and organisation perspectives:

1. The scope and focus of integrated models need to be clearly identified;
2. A creation and maintenance strategy for integrated models needs to be defined;
3. Visualisation techniques and tools need to be developed to help designers work with the large volume of information that will be generated by the change propagation processes operating on integrated models.

Changing product requirements are one of the main reasons for manufacturing system changes. Such changes can affect any number of people and can take any length of time and occur when change requests are made to products, components, operation techniques, processes, supplies, or regulations. Most research studies into change propagation have focussed on change management in engineering design, product development, and complexity (Wright, 1997); the effect of changing requirements has not been central to many research studies.

A Multiple Domain Matrices (MDM) have been used to model the connections between different process, product and organisational domains and these techniques can be extended to identify the engineering change and rework arising from a changed requirement providing that requirements can be directly mapped to the related components and tasks. Therefore this paper extends the existing models based on Product, Process and Organisational layers by adding a Requirements layer and provides a comparison between the resulting interconnection and integration connectivity of this four-layer model with those listed in Table 1.

### 3. The proposed approach

In this section, a modelling approach is presented to support the analysis and evaluation of change requirements in an existing assembly design process. The approach describes how an existing system could be analysed and deconstructed to develop an integrated MDM model from which change propagations can be simulated and evaluated using the Change Prediction Method (CPM).

#### 3.1. Overview of the proposed approach

The approach proposed in this paper is based on the analysis of a system change model that is represented by a DSM in terms of product, process, and organisation elements. The Change Prediction Method (CPM) proposed by Clarkson et al. (2004) is a numerical method, which uses a DSM model of dependencies between components to visualise the overall risk of change being propagated to other components when one component is changed. The CPM is a matrix, where the column elements indicate components that initiate changes; the row elements indicate components that receive changes and the cells between two given components values.

A CPM analyses system components according to their change propagation as defined by likelihood, impact, and risk parameters. Experts produce the values for the likelihood and risk parameters; the value for the risk parameter is then computed based on component connectivity captured in the DSM. The approach proposed in this research defines a procedure for the creation of CPM matrices based on five stages as follows:

**Stage 1**: Decompose the case study system into its elements and create a CPM matrix from these elements. Before a system can be analysed it must first be broken down into sub-systems, allowing the system to be viewed as a collection of parts whose designs can affect another. A designer’s experience with the original design can help to elicit how a system may be broken down into an appropriate number of sub-systems. Identifying the right level of detail in developing a model is critical; a model with fewer than 50 components is recommended (Clarkson et al., 2001);

**Stage 2**: Identify the direct dependencies between the system elements and create connections within the CPM matrix to mirror these dependencies;
Stage 3: Compute the predictive matrix by populating each connection with an estimate for the likelihood and impact of changes between the connected elements; Note that such estimates are not bidirectional i.e. the estimate for A to B may not be the same for B to A. The resulting matrix represents the direct risk of change propagating between linked sub-systems; indirect change propagation requires the involvement of at least one intermediate sub-system and this forms a chain of change propagation. The combined impact of changing one component on another is the sum of the direct and indirect effects;

Stage 4: Compute the combined change propagation by applying the CPM algorithm for a specific number of steps. In this stage, it is important to understand what elements of the system are subject to direct changes and how such changes can propagate to impact elements that have no direct dependencies. The CPM toolbox of CAM is used to analyse how the level of compound risk is correlated with both the level of element interconnectivity and to the likelihood and impact assigned to direct connections between elements;

Stage 5: Use the model to support decision making by identifying which elements could have the biggest impact if changed and/or which elements are most likely to be impacted by changes to any other element. The model can be used to assist in the decision-making process by reviewing the effect of the change on each domain in terms of the total combined risk of elements and combined risk variation on different likelihood outcomes. The CAM modeller can be used to identify the riskiest elements (that are most likely to initiate problems) and those elements that are most sensitive to issues that arise as a result. The analysis results of such analyses will vary depending on the number of change propagation steps that are applied.

3.2. Case study

This paper demonstrates the application of the approach on a case study of a Kitchen Assembly System that is a module in a pre-fabricated modular building. The complexity of the assembly process of modular buildings is determined by whether they contain a kitchen, a bathroom, a utility cupboard, or a combination of all three. Buildings that contain a kitchen module require extra work on the finishing line to install the required units and appliances, and to make the required electrical and plumbing connections. This is due to the kitchen module being one of the governing factors in the complexity of a modular assembly, and its potential to act as a bottleneck in the assembly process. Therefore, dealing with any possible changes (e.g., kitchen style, kitchen layout, supplier, etc.) in the kitchen, assembly process will lead to improvements in the overall module assembly.

The company involved in this case study is looking for ways to improve the resilience of novel construction elements and their associated design and manufacturing processes. Fundamental to this requirement is the importance of project management decision making the cross team and cross-company information flow and tools necessary to support effective decisions particularly focussing on the impact of different supplier specifications on the assembly of the kitchen module. It was clear from interviews conducted with a supply chain manager at the construction company, that change propagation is unwanted and that there is a need to understand its effects on the system. Company employees agreed that there was a need for a tool to assess change propagation effects at an early stage in the design process.

Based on several discussions with process engineers from the company, 4 domains and 18 components were identified to represent the entire Kitchen Assembly System. The identification criteria were a balance between a manageable number of components and the right level of detail for meaningful analysis. The identification of linkages between components and the assessment of their change propagation likelihood and impact is the next step resulted in 87 direct linkages between the 18 components held in the DSM. Each direct linkage between two components could be made up of more than one linkage type and the process engineers provided an indication of the likelihood and impact of change on each link as they analysed each connection. The scale used was ‘Low’, ‘Medium’, and ‘High’. Information such as redesign cost and lead-time was also produced using the scale of 0 (Low) to 1 (High).

The proposed approach (combining the Multi-Domain Matrix and Change Prediction Method models) has been used to characterize changes (requested by internal or external customers) in terms of their
impact on the assembly time of a module. This characterization of change type will enable the manufacturer to reduce the "takt" time (an average time to produce one finished product) on their main assembly line, and increase the volume of modular buildings that can be produced. The case study demonstrates the application of the MDM as both a process-mapping tool and a decision support tool that can improve the understanding of the product-process relationship in the design of a kitchen module.

3.3. Model application and the results

The data were analysed by the Change Prediction Method (CPM) tool developed in the Cambridge Engineering Design Centre. An implementation of the method behind stages 2, 3 and 4 are freely available in the software program Cambridge Advanced Modeller (CAM) in Cambridge EDC website (Wynn et al., 2012). The CPM tool analyses direct and indirect change propagation between components and is capable to classify components according to their change characteristics. To proceed with the analysis, the ‘Low’, ‘Medium’, and ‘High’ scale used for propagation change likelihood and the impact was converted to numerical values of 0.3; 0.5; 0.8. By classifying the components according to their change propagation characteristics, different rankings and plots could be generated for each analysis. The application of the approach and generation of the simulation results are presented in Figure 1.

**Stage 1**: The specific model proposed here is composed of three primary layers: namely, the product layer, process layer, and organisational layer with an additional requirement layer also incorporated into this model as a secondary layer. Each layer is associated with a particular aspect of the process as shown in Figure 1 (1b-1c);

**Stage 2**: In this stage, shown in Figure 1.2, the dependencies between the elements and between domains are identified in the case study and mapped and onto each DSM within the MDM. Once the “intra-domain” connections have been established (2a) then the “inter-domain” connections must be identified and mapped onto DSMs between domains (2b);

**Stage 3**: This stage (Figure 1.3) establishes a detailed understanding of relationships between elements. Each relationship is characterized by two values – the likelihood (frequency) of change and its predicted impact (high, medium, low). Once this information has been extracted from the case study, it is transferred into the MDM using DSM toolbox of the CAM system so that it can be applied in the analysis of impacts and risks in the next stage.

**Stage 4**: As the result of applying CPM algorithm in the case study, the indirect connections between the 18 elements can be generated using a three-step propagation analysis as shown in Figure 1(4a). These connections can be mapped onto a compound risk plot (Figure 1(4b)), which enables the user to simultaneously change the characteristics of the direct relationships between elements and evaluate the impact of these changes on the indirect relationships that result from change propagation through the MDM. The components that fall within the top-left region of the Risk Plot (Figure 1(4b)) have a low likelihood of change propagation but will incur a high amount of redesign effort if a change is required. Therefore, components that fall within this region should be standardised. If a change is required, the connectivity between these components and the rest of the components should be reduced to further decrease the likelihood of changes in propagation. Components that fall within the bottom-right region of the risk plot (Figure 1(4b)) have a high likelihood of change propagation but require a low amount of effort if a change is required. Therefore, if a change is required, these components can be redesigned as flexible components. This is to reduce the impact of future changes, as these components are very likely to be changed. Components that fall within the bottom-left region have low likelihood and impact of change propagation. These are the least critical components and platform strategies are optional.
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Figure 1. Application of the change modelling method in the Kitchen Assembly case
On the other hand, components, which fall within the top-right region, are likely to be changed and would require high redesign effort. In an ideal case, no component should fall within this region. Recommendations on the appropriate design strategies can be made for these components by extending the analysis to take into account their outgoing change risk.

**Stage 5:** At this stage, Figure 1.5, the likelihood of change for each system component can be visualized as a one-axis scatter plot. In this plot, any elements that is placed above or to the right of another system component has relatively higher change impact or likelihood, and is therefore more susceptible to change. System elements with high axis plot have a high impact on other system elements and so should be made more resistant to change in order to avoid propagating further changes to others. System elements with low axis do not affect other system elements as much and therefore it will be easier to accommodate future change. Overall, the proposed approach reflected an acceptable outcome in addressing in change propagation prediction in the kitchen assembly system. Providing reliable MDMs (avoiding unnecessary connectivity) data and the collected data associated with likelihoods and impacts in CPM can affect the performance of the model. The following section discusses how the model to be improved.

### 3.4. Discussion and further analysis

The CPM approach presented in this paper enables a designer to explore a scenario for how changes on “Supplier” element can affect the other elements and overall system performance. The key relationships in a large system can often span multiple levels across different domains. It can be seen from the Figure 2 “combined impact (CI) versus combined likelihood (CL)” chart those system elements such as “Kitchen Smartwall in the module (7), “Install Splashback(10)” and “Assembly Planner (13)” have low CI and CL, suggesting that this element has less change impact compare with the rest of system elements. Therefore, this could suggest that the elements 7, 10 and 13 are suitable for standardization. On the other hand, “Designer (4)” and “Factory Logistic (5) have high CI and low CL value which suggests that although they are not very likely to change. If the change is required it should be considered with caution. Approaches to reduce the impact of changing the Designer and Factory Logistic can also be considered; however, the benefit doing this would be minimal as the likelihood of change is quite small. Possible suggestions for system components with moderate CI and CL are less clear; for example; “Kitchen Layout (16)” and “Electrical Supply (2) are in the centre of the chart with moderate impact and the likelihood of change and therefore they are less critical. In order to reduce their change likelihood or impact, it is better to look at the one-axis scatter plot (Koh et al., 2013). In this chart, Kitchen Layout (16) and Electrical Supply (2) have low values (less than 0.5 out of a 0-1 range which implies that they will have a low impact on the other parts of the Kitchen Assembly System and hence could be considered for a change in the future.

The system elements in the upper right quadrant of the risk plot (Figure 1(4b)) such as “Quality Controller (18) and “Kitchen units are supplied from the manufacturer (3)” are most likely to be changed and have high change impact if a change is required. Therefore, these elements should be subject to detailed analysis via the one-axis scatter plot. It can be seen that the “Kitchen units are supplied from the manufacturer (3)” has a moderately low value in the plot which implies that it has a low influence on other system components if changed and is more able to absorb any future changes. In contrast, the “Quality Controller (18) has a high change impact on other system elements; therefore changes to this component should be minimized so as to avoid propagating changes to the other system components. The combined risk method can be used for the change propagation investigation. For every component, a prioritised list of all affected components can be prepared based on the DSM direct connectivity. For example, Figure 1(5a) shows such a prioritised change risk list for Supplier (8). From the list, it can be seen that Quality Controller (18) and Kitchen units are supplied from manufacturer (3) and Appliances (9) are at highest risk if the Supplier (8) changes. However, the links to the components in the middle range of the risk values are not always obvious because these components are usually only indirectly connected. Such a prioritised list can help avoid oversight of change impacts on those components. Figure 1-5(c) details the links between Supplier (8) and Kitchen Layout (15). This propagation path analysis provides the risk value of how change trigger affects the target.
In summary, Table 2 lists the highest risk elements by domain for the case study and shows that the Process domain has more high-risk elements than the other domains.

Table 2. The list of highest risk elements in the redesigned Kitchen Assembly System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Domains</th>
<th>System Elements</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Kitchen Style</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Appliances</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Kitchen units are pre-assembled in a module</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>Quality Controller</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

This paper presented a multi-domain change propagation model to assess the management of changes in MSD, which can be used to develop a design strategy to support decision making in manufacturing systems. This integrated MDM and CPM model supports the case study; (1) captures all system domains and the direct element dependencies both within and across domains; and (2) characterizes each dependency in terms of its likelihood and impact and provides a mechanism to propagate the risk of change across the entire system. The CPM is used to examine the direct and indirect change propagation between kitchen assembly system domains and elements to establish how the technique can be applied to provide the change likelihood, impact, and risk for each domain elements. By referring to the change indices, the changeability of engineering systems can be examined systematically. A heavy-duty diesel engine is used as an example in this work.

The use of MDM-CPM has been proposed as an integrated method for capturing the structure of the kitchen assembly system process, while also enabling an objective assessment of change propagated by varying elements of the system. This paper presented an empirical work to explore the potential benefits and limitations of integrated modelling. The integrated model requires additional validation using different empirical studies. While the method shows promise as indicated in the Kitchen Assembly System case study, we recognise that more work remains to be done. Future efforts should address the following research areas: (1) Understanding and test the usefulness of the method and the design
strategies; the company’s staff will subsequently examine the work. (2) The dependency between system elements and the requirement change relationships within manufacturing systems needs more efforts.
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